Foundation 2 – Spring 2

Themes
Week 1: Mr Wolf’s pancakes

This half term we are going to be learning about food through a
variety of stories. First we will think about the types of food
that we eat for breakfast and decide how we all prefer our
porridge. Next we will move onto lunch times food, where we will
learn how to make bread and make sandwiches with different
filings in and choose our class favourite! We will then discover
how vegetables grow and then make our own vegetable soup to

Week 2: Goldilocks and the 3 bears
Week 3: The Little Red Hen
Week 4: The Enormous turnip
Week 5: The Gingerbread Man

taste.

Literacy

Maths

Role play and hot seat with the characters from the

Ordering objects in Golidlocks (bowls / chairs / beds/ bears)

stories
Sequence the events of the story

Draw selection of vegetables and use mathematical language
to describe them

Create recipes for soup / bread / pancakes

Weigh and measure ingredients out

Write shopping lists for the ingredients needed

Share items of food between friends

Write the next chapter of stories

Create bar graphs of children’s favourite cereal / sandwich

Make ‘wanted posters’ for the

PSE
Discuss Goldilocks entering the bears house

Physical Development
Threading Cheerios and Wheetos – make repeating

Understanding of the World
Learn about traditional foods for breakfast around
the world
Learn about irreversible / reversible changes (toast
/ oats)
Learn about the effects of push and pull
Learn where / how vegetables grow

Expressive Arts and Design

patterns on string

Role play in the home corner

Talk about what we do to help our family or friends

Use tweezers to pick up cereal pieces

Create observational drawings of vegetables

Discuss our favorite breakfast / lunch / snacks and
relate to similarities and differences

Practise moving in different ways (which way is the

Sing songs and rhymes associated with the stories

Why is teamwork important?

Have a Tug of War outdoors

fastest / slowest)

Dig over the ground outside and plant seeds

Create large scale collages of characters from the
stories

